
The Curriculums and their Elements in a Qualitative Lecture 

 

     An elite of the students of the doctoral program in the College of Physical 

Education and Sports Sciences at the University of Anbar participated, under the 

supervision of Prof. Dr. Waad Abdul Raheem Farhan (professor of curriculums 

and education technology), in delivering a qualitative lecture on Monday, 

11/12/2017 in the hall of discussions at the college, and a number of the professors 

and students attended the lecture . 

     Through this lecture, the student (Zayad Mashal Farhan) handled the topic of 

curriculums and their concepts mentioning the curriculums of the physical 

education and sports sciences. The student (Ali Atyah Awad) talked about the 

objectives, their concepts, their levels, and their types. The female student(Sheima' 

Abdullah Rajab) explained another important element of the elements of 

curriculum, which is the content. The student(Makram Atyah Mohammed) 

confirmed the role of the methods of teaching, its importance in the educational 



process, and its relationship with the other elements. The student (Fuad Hamad 

Assal) clarified the role of the educational means, technology of education, and 

their effect on education and teaching in the educational institutions. The student 

(Basim Awad) discussed the activities and their concepts, and the way to develop 

the levels. The student (Mahmood Rasheed Saeed) handled the concepts of 

learning, education, and teaching mentioning the way to achieve them. Finally, the 

student(Kareem Jasim Mohammed) talked about the very important element of the 

elements of curriculum, which is the evaluation pointing out its definitions, its 

types, and its role in the educational process and in all scientific levels . 

     This lecture was ran by Prof. Dr. Waad Abdul Raheem Farhan who opened the 

door of discussion for the audience(academic staff), and he called for continuing 

the scientific research at the college, and the participation of all professors in it. 

The Prof. Dr. Jumah Mohammed Awadh(chairman of the scientific committee) 

and Assist. Prof. Dr. Labeeb Zwayan Maseikh praised the lecture, the abilities of 

students, and its providence for it covered an ample area of very important topics .

 


